CASE STUDY
FCS Helps to Expand Youth Education Facility
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THE CHALLENGE
When an undisclosed organization undertook the largest educational building expansion and development program in
their history and in the nation, they needed a seasoned technical team to offer pre-construction recommendations and
monitor the project. With an experienced staff and cost-effective solutions, FirstCarbon Solutions (FCS) was the leader
among consultants.
The Client was faced with a critical need to provide new school facilities throughout the district, which would accommodate
students at all grade levels. FCS worked on four projects across the school district, including performing Air Quality
Analysis, Cultural Resources, Noise Assessment and Traffic Analysis. FCS’ assessment included the environmental setting
and associated impacts of the proposed projects, as well as mitigation measures designed to reduce significant impacts
within acceptable levels.

OUR SOLUTION

THE FCS ADVANTAGE

These four projects helped to expand the new series of
school facilities. FCS’ time spent was focused on minimizing
any substantial environmental effects; the FCS team watched
the construction sites for any signs of archaeological and
paleontological impacts, and met the Client’s specific daily
reporting requirements. As such, any issues that were found
were promptly addressed.

FCS values our surrounding communities and those who
thrive in them. We take pride in protecting the past and future
of a community and its citizens, including those who will grow
up to see the future effects of our environmental efforts.

DELIVERABLES AND RESULTS
Saved more than $50,000
Reduced future expenses
Documented pre-construction recommendations
Completed project-specific mitigation monitoring
work effort
Delivered daily reports to Client
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Our experienced staff knew when the mitigation-management
requirements were met, and were therefore able to save
more than $50,000 of potential costs for the Client.

FCS takes an interest in our clients and their values, and
prioritizes each project to ensure it is executed thoroughly
and completely from start to finish. Accordingly, our staff
developed personal relationships with each school facility
project manager before and during our work efforts in the
field. In addition to our quick and responsive protocol, the
bond that FCS formed with the project managers helped
reduce project-related and future expenses for the Client.

